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Background: Residential IP Proxies
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Why is the RESIP proxy used?
nNetwork Censorship, operated 
by government, aims to prevent 
citizens from being evil cultures.
lPolitical sites
lReligious sites
lPornography 



What is a Residential IP Proxy ?
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The Dark Services 
nMi et al. [1] found that IP addresses provided by RESIP services were tend to be 
part of illicit activities

[1] Xianghang Mi, et. Al,  “Residential Evil: Understanding Residential IP Proxy as a Dark Service”, 
IEEE S+P 2019.

236 countries 

Malicious IoT devices



Mi’s Methodology [1]
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Fig. 1: The RESIP service from an outsider’s perspective.

gateway and residential hosts, the client, and the server to
be visited (the target). Once a client signs up with a RESIP
service, it receives a gateway’s IP address or URL for accessing
the service. During the communication, the gateway forwards
the client’s requests to different residential hosts, which further
send them to the target and get responses back. Figure 1
describes what can be observed from the outside, from the
client and target’s perspective. The inside view, however, can
be more complicated, as discovered later in §V-B.

There are many RESIP providers on the market, such as
Luminati and Geosurf. They offer a variety of service plans
with different levels of flexibilities, which can be leveraged
to launch cyber attacks. For example, the client is given three
different ways to determine how proxies are chosen, based
upon whether the gateway attempts to use the same RESIP
to send multiple requests to the target: sticky (S), non-sticky
(NS), and half-sticky (HS). A sticky gateway always tries to
use the same RESIP for communication whenever it can, and
when it has to give up on the proxy (when the RESIP gets
off-line), the gateway attempts to switch to the next one. The
client can also specify the “sticky time”, e.g., changing to a
different RESIP after 1 minute. In the non-sticky model, the
gateway changes RESIP each time after a request is forwarded.
The half-sticky service allows the client to switch between the
S and the NS models by adjusting parameters (e.g., a session
ID) during the communication. Another service option is to
decide where the domain name of the target to be resolved, by
the RESIP or the gateway. This is important since the resolver
can be observed by the target’s DNS server and may need to be
covered under some circumstances. As an example, the RESIP
provider Luminati allows its client to move the DNS resolving
to the RESIP by using the -dns-remote parameter.

IP Whois Database. The Internet Assigned Numbers Authority
(IANA) allocates IP addresses in large chunks to one of five
Regional Internet Registries (RIRs), including ARIN, APNIC,
AFRINIC, LACNIC and RIPE. Each RIR operates a Whois
directory service to manage the registration of IP addresses in
their regions (e.g., Europe region for RIPE). A Whois directory
is organized in an object-oriented way, containing four types
of objects with each assigned a unique ID: inetnum, person,
organization, and ASN. Here an inetnum object describes an
IP address range and all its attributes; organization and person
objects are used to represent the ownership of IP blocks with
a set of attributes like email addresses; and ASN identifies the
autonomous system an IP address belongs to. All inetnums
are created in a hierarchical manner and therefore form an
inetnum tree. Given an IP, we define its direct inetnum as the
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Fig. 2: Our methodology framework.

leaf inetnum object whose IP range covers that IP, its direct
owner as the organization and person objects associated with
its direct inetnum, and its loose owner as all organizations and
persons who share the same contact information as the direct
owner. In our research, we collected the IP Whois databases
from all 5 RIRs everyday since December 2015 using their
RDAP and bulk access APIs [40] [46][23][24][45][44]. Those
historical IP Whois databases were used to generate features
for our residential IP classifier (§III-B).

III. METHODOLOGY AND DATASET

As shown in Figure 2, the methodology behind our study
on RESIP consists of three important parts: an infiltration
framework (§III-A) for gaining insider’s views of RESIP
services, a classifier (§III-B) for identifying residential IPs, and
a host profiling system (§III-C) for fingerprinting the proxy
hosts. We elaborate them as follows.

A. Infiltration Framework
Our infiltration framework includes a client, which is a web

crawler sending labeled requests through a RESIP service to
its target site, a target server, which is a website receiving
the client’s requests forwarded by RESIPs, and our own
authoritative DNS server, which is utilized to find out whether
DNS resolving happens on the RESIP hosts or on the gateway,
and further discover these resolvers. This framework is also
illustrated in Figure 2.

We found 17 RESIP services either through search engines
or from Blackhat SEO forums [31]. Among them, 5 (Table I)
were picked out based upon their claimed scale (> 100K
IPs), service models (SOCKS or not, pay by month or traffic,
etc.), popularity (heavily promoted online), and the time they
were discovered (earliest ones). All 5 services support relaying
HTTP/HTTPS traffic and ProxyRack also supports SOCKS4
and SOCKS5 protocols. We then purchased those five RESIP
services, and ran our crawler to periodically visit our server
with pre-registered domains through these services. Our server
recorded each labeled request and extracted its source IP, which
was considered to be the address of the RESIP provided by the
service. For this purpose, each request produced by our crawler
was labeled to avoid recording the requests from other parties,
since they may not carry RESIP IPs (e.g., Man in the Middle
players record our traffic and replay it ). Also, this approach
forces the RESIP to query our DNS server, exposing its resolver.
In our framework, a client sends requests to specially crafted
subdomains (as part of the HTTP request URL) with the
following pattern: uuid.timestamp.providerId.gwId.raap-xx.site,
where uuid is a dynamically generated UUID, timestamp is the
client’s current Unix timestamp, providerId uniquely identifies



Trend of RESIP services
nBasic RESIP service fees in 2017 and 2019

RESIP Provider 2017 [1] 2019 

Proxies Online (US) $25/Gb (expired)

Geosurf (NL) $300/month $450-2000/month

ProxyRack (US) $40/month $60-120/month

Luminati (US) $500/month $12.5/GB+$500/month

IAPS Security (US) $500/month (unavailable)



Questions
◦Q1. Where are they?

◦ What kinds of networks do RESIPs belong to?

◦ How are RESIPs distributed geometrically in Japan?

◦Q2. Who are they?
◦ What is the major RESIP devices?

◦Q3. Why do they do?
◦ For what purpose are the RESIPs abused?
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Our Resources 
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Analysis 1: Examine Hosts in Japan
nPurpose
Find geographical location, domains, and ISPs of RESIP hosts.
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Analysis Results
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Result 1.1:  Top 10 Cities in Japan
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Table 3. List of top 10 prefectures for RESIP hosts with service providers. PO: Proxies
Online, GS: Geosurf, PR: ProxyRack, LU: Luminati, IS: IAPS Security

Prefecture RESIPs % PO GS PR LU IS
Fraction of mobile phone
and PHS users(%) [8]

Tokyo 12,766 26.1 2,709 84 4,442 5,027 4 26.0
Kanagawa 3,094 6.3 721 17 1,145 1,087 0 6.4

Aichi 2,940 6.0 715 15 1,163 942 0 5.2
Osaka 2,917 5.9 769 17 1,148 880 1 6.7
Saitama 2,544 5.1 605 14 1,082 754 0 4.7
Tiba 1,912 3.9 484 32 726 557 0 4.0
Hyogo 1,722 3.5 460 21 693 493 0 3.5

Hukuoka 1,266 2.5 426 9 436 320 0 4.0
Sizuoka 1,083 2.2 251 7 484 308 0 2.2
not found 6,619 13.5 1,741 52 2,108 2,507 8
Total 48,956 100 11,918 304 18,502 16,325 13 100

Table 4. List of TOP 10 TLD+2 domains for RESIP hosts

TLD+2 RESIPs %
ocn.ne.jp 7,468 15.2

au-net.ne.jp 5,616 11.4
plala.or.jp 2,900 5.9
dion.ne.jp 2,528 5.1
not found 2,441 4.9
so-net.ne.jp 1,966 4.0
mesh.ad.jp 1,935 3.9
eonet.ne.jp 1,305 2.6
home.ne.jp 1,209 2.4
nttpc.ne.jp 1,116 2.2

Total 48,956 100

4 Results

4.1 Attributes of RESIP hosts in Japan

Fig. 2 illustrates the relationships between address subsets, RPaas datasets, and
the target addresses; in a Venn diagram. Among the RESIP addresses (RPaas
dataset), we found 48,956 IP addresses managed by Japanese organizations.

Table 3 lists the top 10 prefectures (states) as well as the numbers of RESIP
addresses with regard to RESIP providers. Tokyo is the greatest in the number
of RESIP addresses. The most common RESIP provider in Japan is ProxyRack
(18,502 addresses).

Table 4 and 5 shows the top ten domains (with third level) and the ISPs,
respectively. The biggest RESIP owner was NTT Communication Corp. , which

Population

1

2

4
3
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6



Result 1.2: Domains
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90.8% personal
(residential)

２LD # Ips %

ne 28824 74.0%

or 4340 11.1%

ad 2208 5.6%

ac 91 0.2%

co 9

go 1

total 38946

133.26.240.58 2017/10/20 Luminati ocha-mobile58-240.mind.meiji.ac.jp

133.11.114.249 2017/11/1 Luminati g.h.u-Tokyo.ac.jp
133.70.80.19 2017/11/6 proxies Gw19.shizuoka.ac.jp

Domains 
dedicated for 
mobile



Analysis 2: NICTER Darknet
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Result 2.1: Top 10 Busy RESIPs
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Table 7. List of top 10 RESIP ad-
dresses for the frequency of obser-
vations in darknet

Address Days RESIP provider # Packets
43.249.57.255 8 ProxyRack 62,669

187.120.17.2 34
Proxies Online

Geosurf
35,353

200.170.223.50 7 Luminati 21,676

103.29.97.2 8
Proxies Online

Geosurf
Luminati

17,004

165.73.122.29 14 Luminati 16,127
212.90.62.209 5 Luminati 15,142

43.248.73.6 90
Proxies Online

Geosurf
Luminati

13,425

190.57.236.230 18 Luminati 13,388

112.196.77.202 27
Proxies Online

Geosurf
13,061

125.99.100.22 10
Proxies Online

Luminati
12,952

Table 8. List of top 10 destination
port numbers in frequencies

Destination port Service # Packets %
23 Telnet 613,606 36.4
445 SMB 399,250 23.7
21 FTP 193,917 11.5

1433 MSSQL 144,928 8.6
80 HTTP 97,780 5.8
22 SSH 49,767 2.9

2323 (Telnet) 43,310 2.5
25 SMTP 21,732 1.3

2222 (SSH) 16,838 0.1
3389 RDP 9,782 0.5

This may be a feature of Japanese networks, where ad messages are shifting
from email to SNSs. Another possible reason might be limitations in the
observation. Our estimations were based on the darknet, which carries only
a small fraction of the Internet tra!c. We need additional investigations to
be able to distinguish clearly between the objectives of RESIP hosts.

5 Conclusions

We have studied RESIP host activities detected from networks under the con-
trol of organizations in Japan, which accounts for 0.79% of the all Internet
RESIP hosts. Our analysis of 1,683,550 RESIP packets observed from the dark-
net revealed that 90.8% RESIP were residential and the RESIP proxies were
distributed evenly across all prefectures and IPSs. New finding is that most of
devices used in Japan were mobile laptop PCs, whereas routers, firewalls and
WAP devices were identified from the profiles in the previous study [1]. Another
distinct aspect of the RESIP behavior is the distribution of malicious activities.
In [1], the SPAM and malicious website hosting were the most common (36.5%
and 32.7%, respectively), whereas the SPAM tra!c accounted for only 1.3% of
all tra!c in our analysis. We found that port-scanning was the most frequent
malicious activity. Despite these evolving trends, we conclude that more RE-
SIP hosts are becoming involved in serious threat and we need countermeasures
aimed at minimizing the abuse of RESIP hosts.

Intensive --- 62,669 pkt for 8 days

extensive --- 13,425 pkt for 3 month



Result 2.2: Top 10 malicious services
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Dest. Port service Freq. %

23 Telnet 613,606 36.4

445 SMB 399,250 23.7

21 FTP 193,917 11.5

1433 MSSQL 144,928 8.6

80 HTTP 97,780 5.8

22 SSH 49,767 2.9

2323 (Telnet) 43,310 2.5

25 SMTP 21,732 1.3

2222 (SSH) 16,838 1.0

3389 RDP 9,782 0.5

Port-scanning 

SPAM



Summaries
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Questions Our finding
2019, in Japan

Mi [1]
2017

Q1. Where are they

90.8% RESIP are residential (ne, 
ad, or)
RESIPs were distributed widely 
in all 47 prefectures in Japan. 

95.22% residential. 
238 countries, 28,035 
networks, 52,905 ISPs.

Q2. Who are they? Mobile IPs and laptop PCs in 
Japan

IoT devices (237,029) 
routers, FWs, WAP 

Q3. Why do they 
do?

1. Port-scanning
2. SPAM 1.3 % from world to 
Japan

SPAM 36.5%



Conclusions
nWe have studied RESIP host activities in Japan (0.79%). 

nWe found that 908 % RESIP were residential and were distributed 

all around of Japan (47 Prefectures). 

nNew finding is that the most of devices in Japan were mobile laptop 

PCs, whereas router, firewalls and WAP devices were majors 

according to Mi’s report [1]. One more finding is that SPAM (36.5% in 

[1]) accounted for only 1.3% in 2019, Japan. 

nWe conclude that more RESIP hosts are still involved in malicious 

activities and we need countermeasure against the abuse of RESIPs. 


